
Who is the human voice behind JW Player? 

What motivates us? 

How do we express ourselves to users? 

What are some examples of design & copy that 
are uniquely “JW Player”?

Brand Persona

Goals for the Project



JW Player is made up of a team of 
dedicated, passionate experts in online 
video, who are led by the humbly 
intelligent Jeroen Wijering. 

Jeroen’s knowledge and experience makes 
users feel supported, prepared and 
productive as they work toward their online 
video goals. 

Customers and users feel JW Player’s confident, straightforward, and approachable 
tone throughout all of our touchpoints. Even if they don’t see Jeroen’s face, customers 
and users all trust that his knowledge and patience will be with them through each step 
of their journey.

All of us are proud of our work and passionate about being great at what we do. 

We will geek out about online video so our users don’t have to — unless they want to 
jump right in with us! 

Who is JW Player?

Persona Overview



JW Player’s Golden Circle
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We believe that video is the 

future of success in business.

We believe publishers should 
be in control of their online 

video solution.

We believe in, fast, high-quality 
video everywhere, accessible 

to everyone. 
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HOW

WHAT

WHY

We believe a dependable, flexible, easy-to-use online video solution shouldn’t be too big for 
anyone’s budget — or too complicated for their resources — for customers as big as 
international publishing groups, down to individual developers.

Even the most complex of needs can be met simply and approachably, and even our largest 
customer has humans at its heart. The tools we provide are built for them, using 
industry-standard technologies with no gimmicks. 

Users and customers no longer need to be trapped in endlessly deep custom solutions — we 
give them ownership, simply providing them with flexible tools and APIs they can use to take 
their online video business to the next level. 

What Drives JW Player? 

dialog with
customers



CALM not indifferent

INNOVATIVE not risky

not rigidRELIABLE

not overwhelmingPOWERFUL 

INTELLIGENT not arrogant

SINCERE not over-serious

PASSIONATE not frenzied

Brand Traits



un-
friendly friendly

dominant

submissive

TACTICS

For Beginner Users For Advanced Users
Helpful & Instructive Supportive & Informative

Personality Map



“Quick heads up...”

“All set.”

“Hm. Looks like something went wrong. Our team is on it.” 

“We’re excited to announce...”

“We’re still working.”

“Nice.”

“Thanks for your patience”

SUCCESS

WAITING

UNEXPECTED

GENERAL

INTRO

AND...?

Voice

JW Player is approachable and straightforward. We are always calm, humble, and 
patient — we use a light, confident touch no matter how technically sticky a situation 
might get.

JW player addresses users with “you”, in simple, straightforward words, from the 
perspective of “we”, “us”, and “our team”. Contractions are natural, comfortable 
language and we use them as long as they don’t cause ambiguity for international users. 

When users are interacting with a complicated product, it’s possible they might find 
themselves feeling overwhelmed, frustrated, and even stupid. Our voice makes users feel 
secure, prepared, and productive — we avoid being condescending, harsh, or hurried, 
at all costs. 

Users will know that JW Player has their backs. Less technical users will be given more 
instructions. More technical users will feel equally supported without feeling bombarded 
by unnecessary words, notifications, or alerts. We will never waste our users’ time or 
resources, no matter their skill level. 



Visual Lexicon

JW Player uses color to: 
 •   Draw the eye (as in CTAs)
 •   Alert the user (error, limit, or other state) 

COLOR
The colors that represent JW Player visually are simple, bold & clear. A palette of select 
primary and secondary colors add crispness and show off the friendly, colorful personality 
that sets the JW Player team apart from our competitors. 

This modern palette and a stable base of cool, gentle greys evoke feelings of a 
smooth-running, reliable piece of modern technology.

TYPOGRAPHY

GENERAL NOTES
We use plenty of negative space to give items room to breathe, and to efficiently draw the 
user’s attention where it needs to go.

Nothing feels crammed in, and we are specific in layout choices so that everything 
has its place.

And this is Arial.

Our main font is Karbon. It has a smart, fun personality that feels like us. Karbon is light 
and clean when needed, but in heavier weights is grounding to the user.

In a supporting role, we use Arial. This digital-purpose font is familiar and clear, and 
doesn’t distract from the work at hand. 

Karbon



Engagement Methods I

Automated notification emails (usage, billing alerts, support auto-responders, 
etc.) are sent by J2W2.

SPECIAL CHARACTERS

SPECIFIC INSTANCES

Robot who is always monitoring (looks like Jeroen — he wears a track jacket or a t-shirt 
and carries a coffee mug sometimes). Users trust him. He loves to swim.

Appearance: More matter-of-fact than “cutesy”. Think “machine”, or “sleek:, not 
“huggable cartoon”.

J2W2

J2W2’s mischievous pet jellyfish, always looking forward to the next company party!

Appearance: Light in color, kind of see-through. Not a heavy presence.
BEAN

EMAILS

Regular in-product error messages & notifications come from the JW Player 
team voice, which is outlined in this document. These points are crucial for 
users, and we don’t want to waste their time.

ERROR MSGS

Images to fill player when content is processing/uploading. From J2W2.STATUSES

These are from the JW Player team voice and share our knowledge. (“Using 
tags can help viewers find related content.”/”Shorter titles seem to perform 
better for you”.) Used sparingly in relevant places. Feels like: You’re just 
walking by the water cooler, and Jeroen is right there, and casually mentions 
something insightful..

TIPS & HINTS
IN-PRODUCT

Bean is always mysteriously nearby when things go wrong. J2W2 is his wrangler.ERROR PAGES



Engagement Methods II

EASTER EGGS

KONAMI CODE IN DASHBOARD UNLOCKS:

Jellyfish mode, where Bean escapes his tank & swims around
Dutch mode, where things are orange, there are random Jeroen facts and/or Dutch words 

FIREFOX.EXE INTO CHROME.EXE

AND...?

SKIN NAMES That are more meaningful for users and more connected with our brand.

Something hidden in a player somewhere

A hidden URL that could be shared publicly without login

Holiday-related or other topical jokes or animations 

Tie a feature to a unique search term or tag (i.e. searching or tagging “jelly-mode” 

would release Bean and/or some more jellies…)

Rewards for accomplishments (“You’ve edited 20 videos! Here is _____”) 

NON-TECH
IDEAS


